
Getting to the right problem 
from the point of view from the 

insights and needs of the 
customer





To be able to determine the 
right problem and reframe it 
from the point of view (POV) 

and insight of the user

Objective

Many innovations fail not 
because of a fatal flaw in the 
innovation itself, but because 

the company fails to 
understand the problem they 

are solving



Segway: a transportation device 
for everyone. Not determining 
which users have a problem 
requiring the attributes of a 
Segway



Google Glass: A mobile device 
for everyone. Not determining 
which users have a problem 
requiring it
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“….Google didn’t improve Glass in 
specific ways for an application to 
attract users from a target market 
to buy Glass.  In the end, by trying 
to be a “cool tool” for everyone
Glass ended up being something 
nobody really needed”

-Forbes, Feb 12, 2015, Adam Hartung



Apple Watch: What problem are 
they trying to solve and for whom?

What is the right 
problem?



Incubators for 3rd world 
rural regions



Is this the problem? 

Rural clinics in India, Bangladesh, 
Nepal, Cambodia and Indonesia 

need a much lower cost and 
maintenance free incubator 

so that they can prevent premature 
babies from dying.

Neonuture Incubator



a unique, concise reframing
of the problem that is 
grounded in user needs and 
insights (empathy)

Problem point of view: what?

point of view: components

user be specific

need use verbs

insight observation + interpretation





user a desperate parent living in a remote 
village who

needs the means to give her dying baby

insight (empathy) a chance to live

The Problem
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As a team 
reformulate your 
problem
statement.
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REVIEW

point of view: components

user be specific
need use verbs
insight (empathy) observation + 
interpretation
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Create a POV
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Now you try?

Problem
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Increasing the knowledge and 
awareness of “best practices” in 

innovation in your company



Solution Attributes
What attributes do we need to deliver to the customer? 
Which of our customer problems are we solving with 

these attributes?

Solution Attributes Map

Coffee Taste
Rich Flavor 

Notes

Easy to use

Ready to drink

Importance

5 sec1 min

SeamlessComplicated

Bland

Time to clean
< 1 min> 10 min


